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Twilight 

In between dawn and sunrise, the chilly autumn breeze triggered a few trees clustered 

around the cow pond to sway in a rhythmical song of creaking branches and rustling amber 

leaves. Our sphere of burning plasma began to awaken. As the different species of birds joined 

the morning song, adding their unique pitches, in hopes of starting the day.  

Twilight is transition. The smooth shift from dawn to sunrise. One can hear twilight in 

the interruption of eerie dawn silence by the song of birds at sunrise. It was twilight. Ephemeral 

until tomorrow. Warm hues of gold reached out to me in the form of rays, stark amber painted 

the sky like a canvas, generating an ambient yellowish-orange sunrise. Momentous, vivid arrays 

of color scattered off the particles in the atmosphere and combined with the chorus of nature, 

presenting the sun with a grand entrance as it rose. Theatrical and well- rehearsed, the sun made 

its appearance.   

As I sat on the soggy wood bench, I gazed at the vivid scene before me. The vast field 

stretched out its arms from east to west and embraced the burning sky. Stratus clouds that once 

blanketed the sky during dawn now broke up into fragmented cumulus clouds, permitting fresh 

sun rays to sweep down and graze the meadows.  

Geese swam in the sky and flew in the pond. They soar down in V formation to bathe in a 

pale stream of light near the pond. Despite the morning's crisp and numbing air, several geese 

float lazily in the pond while still maintaining their uniformed coalition. They create circular 
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ripples with their spastic flapping and the undulations eventually dissipate when they meet the 

water’s edge. As the geese prepare to take flight, they shriek battle cries and begin to circulate 

the entire field in unknown patterns, eventually becoming small dots in a sea of sky.  


